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Why should companies invest
in Management Development
in times of crises?
Change Management

The telecom industry is under

The capability of adapting in a determinat-

a constant strain to improve

make a company stronger. In times of eco-

Change management is a very complex

nomic set back one often sees that training

process. It is all related to human behav-

and development budgets are first to be

ior and nothing is more difficult to grasp.

form in a more innovative way

cut. In this article we try to make clear that

Sometimes people ask me if I can change

an opposite reaction can lead to a competi-

their corporate culture. In answer to that,

than their opponents. As Charles

tive advantage. In our opinion it is essen-

I ask them if they can recall the last time

tial to focus on leadership development

they changed their daily routine. People

and invest in management development

do not change easily by nature. And if the

programs in times of crises. The better a

Top Management of the organization is

company is capable to lead this change

not really willing or capable of changing

intelligent species that survives,

and to develop their key potentials in the

themselves, a corporate culture will not

right direction, the better equipped they

change either.

but the one that is capable of

are to survive these uncertain times. The

their organization and to per-

Darwin said two centuries ago:
“It is not the strongest or the most

adapting itself to a new situation
or environment”. Nothing is more
true, especially for companies in
this time of the year.

ed way and in a very short timeframe will

question is; how can you facilitate these

In times of crises it is sometimes very ur-

competencies within your company?

gent to re-route the company’s strategy.
The need for change is often very visible

In this article we will look into the more

to others. This creates a huge opportunity

Human

of

for the organization. Times like this get’s

change and Management Development

people do realize much faster, that in

(MD). In the end the capability to change

case they do not realize the organization

comes down to one essential aspect. Are

to change, the entire organization can

your best people capable of leading the

be in danger. Acceptance of the need to

change process within the organization?

change is key to success. Recent studies

To prepare your company, from an HR per-

have indicated that more than 70% of all

spective, for the future there are three top-

corporate change programs failed due to

ics that need attention: Change Manage-

a strong under current of unwillingness

ment, MD and Competence Management.

to adapt.

Resource

related

aspects

The reason to focus on a structured change management program can be visualized in
the following graphic:
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This graphic above shows that in every

But recently, companies are showing a

Development. His focus has always been

change program the performance of the

change of scope. They are focusing more

to develop individuals and teams aligned

organization will go down. That is a given

on their top performers who hold the key

with the organizational goals.

fact. The change program is designed to

positions in the company. These people

make sure to minimize the gap and the

can make a difference if they are moti-

time span. A well designed program will

vated and stimulated in the right direc-

mitigate the risks and makes sure that in a

tion. If this group is stimulated to learn,

reasonable time span the business perfor-

challenged to set better results and is

mance will improve again.

willing to become role models, the whole
organization will profit from it. This is also

Management Development

described in the book “Good to Great: Why
Some Companies Make the Leap ... and
Others Don’t” by Jim Collins. Besides the

Change management facilitates the MD

argument of developing and motivating

process. But what is MD? The development

the right people in your company, there

of leadership can be defined in many ways.

are more valid reasons to create a focused

If we speak of MD we use the following defi-

MD process within your organization.

nition, used by Prof. P.W.G. Jansen from the

These arguments are:

Free University of Amsterdam:
•	MD can be a direct link in making the
organizational strategy work;
‘	Management Development
•	
MD can help you focus on the needed
(MD) is the whole spectrum of
leadership style to create the required
specificHuman Resource activities
the difference;
to guarantee that the rightly
•	With a structured MD program you have
qualifiedand motivated persons
a system in place to facilitate the needed
are ready on time to fill in the key
change in a short time span;
positions in the organization.’
•	High performers are motivated through
challenges and personal development;
In a more traditional way MD is focused on
development and training of employees.

•	High potentials judge the company by
the development possibilities.
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Within KPMG we have different tools and

The following figure shows the elements

techniques to make sure that the right MD

in order to align organizational goals and

process will be implemented in the organi-

individual competencies:

zation. The scope of this article, however, is
not on these approaches. But it is good to
mention in short which nine crucial aspects
to take in to consideration:
1) Link MD with the organizational
strategy
2) Align top management with MD
3)	Focus: make a choice in MD profile
(Personal Development or
Organizational Development)
4)	Define the MD target group
5)	Link MD with the current HR tools
6)	Align MD tools with practical situations
7)	Make the MD process transparent
8)	Make sure that the MD program is a
challenge for participants
9)	Show benefits for the individual and
organization

Change Management
and Management
Development will
bring focus on a
higher level in the
organization

The description of the right competencies

Conclusion

in a competence profile can take quite
some effort of the stakeholders involved.

Investing in your people will be re-

Most importantly you need to align all

warding. Not only will the key per-

peopleinvolved and make sure that all use

formers be even more motivated, the

the same definition of the competencies.

concrete results will be affected posi-

To accomplish this we use the following

tively. If you share the competencies

steps as guiding principles:

in a transparent way and all parti
cipants know what is expected from

Competence Management

1)	Set goals with the most important
stakeholders and agree on the scope
2) Identify the needed results

them it will grow a foundation for the
right performance. It is the first concrete step in changing direction.

Change Management and MD will bring

3)	Identify excellent performers

focus on a higher level in the organiza-

4)	Create competence interview forms

As stated in the beginning of this ar-

tion. It gives an indication of where the

5)	Interview the excellent performers

ticle, in the current times of trouble

priorities are and how the goals will be ad-

6)	Check the results with our competence

or economical set back, alignment

dressed. Competence Management can be

database

and motivation of key employees are

described as the vehicle to how to develop

7)	Create the concept profiles

crucial to survive. If a company is able

the right behavior within the company. It

8)	Discuss the concept profiles in work-

to design the right framework for

all comes down to aligning competencies
with business goals and to set up a performance management system that will
enable key performers to develop these
competencies in the right way.

groups
9)	Finalize competence profile with the
main stakeholders

change and stimulate innovative behavior it will lay the foundation for a
stronger company for tomorrow and
the rest of it’s future.

